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The majority of the existing gyms don’t have machines adjusted to female 
needs because they are usually idealized to fit the needs of a masculine body. 
addition, there is the fact that many women do not like to feel watched by men while 
exercising. These motivations led to the emergence of a new gym concept which has 
grown and acquired more and more adepts. This is a gym frequented exclusively by 
women. The training consists of a circuit of eight hydraulic resistance machines whose 
weights’ values are not changeable. These weights are calculated to adapt to the 
female body. In each session there are up to eight clients who exercise in each of the 
eight machines. After about thirty minutes, each client should have exercised in the 
eight hydraulic machines.  
The aim of this project is the construction of a prototype that allows the 
measurement of calories burned and distance made in a machine of this kind.
values are updated on a graph to be viewed by the customers during the session. 
This thesis aims to describe the work developed and all its stages.
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Os ginásios actuais não possuem máquinas adaptadas às necessidades 
femininas, sendo geralmente idealizadas para um corpo masculino. A isto j
facto de muitas mulheres não gostarem de se sentir observadas por homens enquanto 
se exercitam.  
Estas motivações levaram ao surgimento de um novo conceito de ginásios, que 
tem crescido e adquirido cada vez mais adeptas. Trata
exclusivamente por mulheres. Os treinos consistem num circuito de oito máquinas com 
resistências hidráulicas cujos pesos são de valor único calculado de forma a adaptar
se à fisionomia feminina. Em cada sessão existem até oito clientes participan
se exercitam em cada uma das oito máquinas. Ao fim de aproximadamente trinta 
minutos, cada cliente deverá ter
O objectivo deste projecto é a construção de um protótipo que permita a 
medição das calorias gastas e da distância feita numa máquina deste género. Estes 
valores são actualizados num gráfico que será visualizado pelas clientes durante a 
sessão. 
Esta tese tem como objectivo descrever o trabalho desenvolvido e todas as 
suas etapas.  
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Domain and Motivation
Nowadays, people are more and more concerned about the repercussions of the 
everyday bad habits in their body. Moreover, there’s an inc
physical image. This along with the pursuit of an increasingly healthier lifestyle is 
leading to a growing adhesion of the population in general to fit programs and 
gymnasiums in general. 
There are still several limitations in th
machines available are usually not prepared to a woman’s body which may end up 
causing them some muscular lesions. Along with this, women also complain about 
being too exposed to male attention. It must also be taken into 
women are full workers and they still have to spare time to dedicate to their family, 
which leaves very little time to spend on a gym. 
Having all this in mind, a new concept was created. The idea is to make available 
to women a fast and effective way of exercising. It consists of a circuit of hydraulic 
machines with fixed weights adjusted to the female body. Each session takes thirty 
minutes and gives a complete training. To make this an even more effective program, it 
was added the possibility of monitoring the exercising sessions, by measuring some 
parameters to evaluate an individual’s performance evolution since the beginning.
1.2  Objectives
The aim of this project is to build a system to acquire and visualize in real
the parameters measured during the physical exercise made by a person in a hydraulic 
machine. These hydraulic machines are part of a circuit constituted by eight machines, 
conceived for women only.  
 
For this to be possible, it is necessary to design an 
acquires and sends the data monitored to a data management center where they are 
interpreted and saved afterwards.
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The acquisition phase is made by using an acquisition board with a socket radio 
incorporated, as well as a ree
reader. Every hydraulic machine has an acquisition board associated. The data 
measured and collected are then sent to a local server via Radio Frequency. They can 
be visualized by using a windows applicati
 
The project also provides a reporting service, allowing to show the customers of 
the gym the general aspects concerning the exercises executed by them during the 
sessions. 
 
The project was initially divided into three main m
and Software. The student was firstly made responsible for the development of the 
Hardware and Software modules of the project. Later, it was decided that the student 
would only be responsible for the Software module, as explaine
Hardware. The objective is to provide a platform to enable the data measured to be 
stored and visualized. 
   
Figure 
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d-switch and a chip DS2480B attached to an iButton 
on conceived for this purpose.
odules: Hardware, Firmware 
d on section 
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1.3 Scope 
This project was developed during the 5
Engineering, taught in the University of Coimbra during the academic year 2008/2009.
It is a result of a partnership between ISA, Intelligent Sensing Anywhere, and 
CEI, Centro de Electrónica e Instrumentação.
1.4 Audience 
The audience of this project is composed by the jury members assigned and the 
supervisors from ISA and the Physics department.
This document has the intention to introduce the scope, motivation and objectives 
for this project. It also describes the choices mad
goals achieved. 
1.5 Document Structure
This document has the following composition:
 
• Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
• Chapter 2: Project Management
supervisors, and the scheduling, and gives a brief presentation of the 
knowledge acquired by the student;
 
• Chapter 3: Related Works
describes some work develope
 
• Chapter 4: Requirement Analysis
the system must have;
 
• Chapter 5: System Architecture
architectures of the system;
 Look4MyBody
th year of the master in Biomedical 
 
 
e throughout its development and the 
 
 
– presents the problem and the goals of the project;
 – presents the project’s team, students and 
 
 – Reports the products available on the market and 
d by the student; 
 – Describes of the several requirements that 
 
 – Describes the physical and logical 
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• Chapter 6: Software Development
 
• Chapter 7: Tests – 
 
• Chapter 8: Conclusion
and suggests some future works regarding the improvement of the product 
developed. 
 
  
 Look4MyBody
 – Describes the software developed;
Describes the tests made to validate the system;
 – Makes a general appreciation of the work developed 
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3 RELATED WORKS
In this chapter is given an overview of the existing services already at disposal 
and their particular features. Understanding how they work and which functionalities 
are most valuable to the customer wi
decisions about the project. 
In this chapter, it will also be 
defers from others. 
3.1 Background Problem
This project is part of a new gym concept for women only
increasing its members number.
 
Why? 
 
Some people find the traditional gymnasiums intimidating and too lengthy. A lot 
of these infrastructures have only one personal trainer available who can’t give the 
support needed by each customer. 
Other disadvantages are the need to adjust a machine to each pers
fact that they are typically conceived to a male body.
 
 
The concept: 
 
The idea is to provide a quick but effective training session. In just 30 minutes, 
the customer workout in 8 to 10 different machines, each one 
area. 
There’s a monitoring system 
loss of calories, etc). 
Thus, the customer is able to accompany her evolution and make sure she 
doesn’t exceed her physical limits, while practicing safe, efficient and effective 
exercises in a comfortable, social and dynamic environment.
 Look4MyBody
 
ll allow to have a better perspective 
 
given a brief description of the product and how it 
 
, which has been 
 
 
 
working a specific body 
to monitor several parameters (heart frequency, 
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Innovations: 
 
• Equipment with hydraulic resistances, adjustable to each person’s rhythm 
decreases the possibility of having pain or muscular tensions later on;
• The user has access to a complete 
• The exercise sessions are in a comfortable environment;
• The weights on the machines are pre
changed when someone else wants to use it.
3.2 State of Art 
3.2.1 Vivafit 
This gym concept for women only appeared in Portugal in January 2003. Later, 
it expanded to Spain and France.
  It is based on a thirty
interspersed with platforms.
Every single session, each customer is 
times in a continuous way. 
Every machine has its own features, allowing to workout a specific muscles’ 
group. This way, calories consumption is much higher.  The time spent in each unit is 
controlled by a visual warn
Everyone exercises on the same hydraulic machines but each one will push or pull 
according to the appropriate intensity to her body and at her own rhythm. There’s 
always a personal-trainer guiding t
The equipments used are safe and adjustable to every body type, and built to 
prevent lesions. The machines have hydraulic absorbers, so that the resistance can be 
increased or decreased based on the customer’s exercise rhythm (the higher the 
rhythm, the higher the resistance). 
In this circuits there’s no signals monitoring. The improvements are only seen 
by watching the changes and evolution of her body.
 
 Look4MyBody
aerobic and strength training;
 
-defined, so that they don’t need to be 
 
 
-minute circuit composed by ten hydraulic machines 
 
supposed to go around the circuit three 
ing that indicates that the user must switch equipments. 
he session. 
 
 (2) (3) 
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Figure 2- Women exercising during a 30
3.2.2 Curves Smart
The first Curves opened in 1992 in Harlingen, Texas. This is where the fast 
fitness concept combined with strength
through safe and effective hydraulic resistance was originated.  This is combined with 
vital signals monitoring. (4) 
In this particular system, the heart frequency and the calori
during the exercise. Thus, each person sees the performance
makes sure that her physical abilities are not exceeded.
A circuit is made of eight machines displayed in a circle.
composed by hydraulic resistances. These resistances are projected for female usage 
only, and tested by physiologists and mechanical engineers. Each customer is meant 
to exercise in every single machine for a total of 30 minutes. There can
women working out simultaneously, switching between machines at the same time and 
in a circle. Each machine provides exercises to work on a specific muscle’s group. 
There’s always a qualified instructor in the room to make sure that everyone i
exercising correctly and effectively.
There’s a monitor in every machine, where the monitored parameters are 
shown: number of repetitions, time spent during the exercise, heart rate and calories 
burnt. 
 
 Look4MyBody
-minute session  
 
 
 
 training and sustained cardiovascular activity 
es burnt are watched 
 evolution and, above all, 
 (5) 
 Each machine is 
 (5) 
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 always be 8 
s 
  
 
 
Using a light’s system, the customer can verify
appropriate range (RANGE) and wether her performance corresponds to the expected 
calories burnt. So, the colour green indicates a good performance, the co
means that the person needs to increase her rhythm, and t
a very low performance. 
 
Customer’s ID: 
 
After completing a personalized profile, the customer is given an identification 
tag with her fitness profile on it. It automatically retrieves her profile to determine her 
workout specifications. (6) 
 
Figure 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 Look4MyBody
 
Figure 3- CurvesSmart Monitor 
 if her heart rate is within the 
he colour red is indicative of 
 
- Customer identifying herself in the machine. 
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Heart rate: 
 
 – Measured in one of three ways:
o sensors on a recovery stepper;
o chest HR monitor;
o manual ten second count.
 
Every machine reports the results to a computer that keeps track of the 
customer’s efforts. At the end of the workout session, it is given a progress report that 
tells how many calories were burned and which muscles she worked. A general report 
is sent monthly. (7) 
3.3 Review of the
Our goal is to build a prototype that combines the best features o
already on the market, but at the same time it must be
After analyzing the existing products and taking into account the main 
requirements of the future customers of these fit programs, it was decided what the 
features of our system should be.
 
Thus, our system should:
 
• be designed taking into account that it 
composed by eight hydraulic machines (supposing that each customer will be 
exercising for about 4 minutes in each machine);
 
• Measure the energy spent (calories), which is the main point of interest to the 
customers; 
 
• Measure the distance made in order to quantify the workout, for the duration of 
each set of exercises in each machine is always the same in this circuit 
concept; 
 
 Look4MyBody
 
 
 
 
 System 
 inexpensive to implement.
 
 
will be used in 30-minutes circuits 
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• Provide an output for customers and the gym’s staff to visualize the data in real
time (using screens) and later by recording all the information in a server. This 
way, a true feedback can be given. The system must allow monitoring data but 
also to process and analyze them;
 
All the communications between devices will be happening in the same room 
where all the devices communicating between each other are few meters apart. Thus, 
this allows the use devices already developed by ISA which communicate via RF.
 
• How the distance made is calculated
 
To measure the distance made in a hydraulic machine, it is considered the 
distance travelled by the hydraulic resistance when it moves. This distance 
is measured by using a measurement tape placed on the end of the 
resistance.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• How the calories spent are calculated:
 
Knowing the exact value of the weights which are moved during the work
out and using the distance measured by the measurement tape, it is 
possible to calculate the
The mechanical work can be calculated using the applied Force (F) and the 
displacement (d) of the object.
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: 
 
 work done. 
 
Figure 5 - Hydraulic resistance 
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This is given by:
 
(8) 
 
Having the value of the mechanical work, the calories can be calculated
applying directly the formula:
 
3.4 Hardware 
As this project was 
vacancies were filled, it was decided that the student should be responsible for 
developing two of the three components of the project, Hardware and Software.
this matter was discussed in t
decided to prioritize the software development. This decision took into account that the 
students could use hardware already developed at ISA, and also that developing two 
completely different works would be a too much for one person to handle.
Nevertheless, the student starte
work done is explained in this topic.
The goal was to develop an accommodation board where the Socket Radio 868 
would be integrated. 
 Look4MyBody
 
W = F x d 
 
 
1 calorie = 4,186 Joules (9) 
supposed to have three students working on it but only two 
he first meeting with Eng. Soraia Rocha, where it was 
d working on the Hardware component. The 
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3.4.1 Physical Architecture of the Board
Figure 
 
 
• Board components: 
 
1. Four batteries 1,5 V x AA;
2. Two voltage regulators, 3,3V and 5,0V;
3. One RTC; 
4. One DS2480B;
5. One reed-switch;
6. One Socket Radio 868;
 
 
The four batteries are in series. They power the whole board and its 
components.  
There are two VR connected to the batteries, one in each end of the set of 
batteries.  
The 3,3V VR is connected to the Vcc of the Socket Radio 868 and
to the Vcc of the RTC. The RTC is tipically powered with 3,3V and the PIC of the 
Socket Radio needs to be powered wi
(11) 
 Look4MyBody
 
6- Physical Architecture of the board. 
 
 
 
 
 
th a voltage within the range [2,0 ; 3,6 ] V. 
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(10) 
  
 
The 5,0V VR is connected to the DS2480B because 
with a voltage within the range
an iButton reader which would recognize the iButtons belonging to each customer.
The reed-switch is directly connecte
information concerning the pulses’ counting.
 
Figure 7- Scheme representing the devices’ connections.
 
Components choice:
 
• Voltage Regulators
and National LP2950 (100mA 5.0
 
• RTC: The RTC suggested by Eng. Paulo Santos was the intersil 1208. 
However, the student was unable to find it in the A
was decided to use th
of pins but has a smaller package.
 
Since the Socket’s PIC already has a RTC, this component is probably 
dispensable; 
 
• DS2480B: This was suggested by Eng. Nuno Esteves because it is one of th
simplest and less expensive available on the market. Both the iButton reader, 
DS9092, and the iButton, DS1990A, were also chosen by Eng. Nuno Esteves;
 
 Look4MyBody
it needs to be powered 
 [4,5 ; 5,5 ] V. (12)  This device should be connected to 
d to the Socket radio, so it can send it the 
 
 
 
: The VR picked were the National LP2950 
V) because they are common and low cost;
ltium Designer libraries, so it 
e Dallas ds1339. It is equivalent to the intersil in number 
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(100mA 3.3V) 
 
     
e 
 
  
 
• Reed – Switch: The reed
excellent performance in low power operations, is magnetic sensitive and 
doesn’t need external power for sensor operations.
 
 
 
 Look4MyBody
-switch chosen was the MederB M8, since it has an 
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4 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
In order to make a viable product, its main functions must be previously and 
well-defined, as well as the real needs on this market. These were discussed during 
several meetings with Eng. Soraia Rocha, Eng. Rafael Simões and Eng. Nuno Varelas.
The global design of the sy
(where the data are collected) and the Data Management Area (where the data 
collected are handled and stored).
In the following pages, the system will be described. Firstly, the components of the 
acquisition module will be introduced. Then, the Data Management Area will be 
detailed 
4.1 Acquisition Module
There is an acquisition board (iDemoBoard) associated to each machine on the 
gym, where the input of the data from the exercise occurs. Then, this board sends the 
data via RF to a Dongle USB 868 which is connected to a pc server. In this server, the 
data are processed and, then, they are exposed on a screen visible to all customers.
On this acquisition board, there are two main data that are acquired: the
counted from which the distance will be calcula
the customer will be identified.
4.1.1 iDemoBoard 
It is a support board for tests and OEM modules development, developed at 
ISA. It feeds the several modules, communication interfaces and input/output pins.
 The iDemoBoard needs a 9
 Look4MyBody
 
stem is sub-divided in two: Acquisition Module 
 
 
ted; the iButton identification from which 
 
(13) 
-12 V DC tension. 
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 pulses 
 
  
 
(13) 
 
Main features: 
 
• Supports 3 OEM modules:
 
• Socket Radio 868 MHz;
• Socket Radio 2,4 MHz;
• Socket Modem;
• Socket Ethernet.
 
• Power set available:
 
• 3,3 V (1,5A MAX);
• 5,0 V (100mA MAX);
 
• Interfaces: 
 
• RS485; 
• RS232 (TX, RX, RTS, DTR, DSR, CTS, DCD, RF);
 Look4MyBody
Figure 8- iDemoBoard Layout  
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• USB – Serial module.
 
• 60-pin expansion; 
 
In the scope of this project, a Socket Radio 868, a DS2480B device and a reed
switch meder.c w8, were connected to the iDemoBoard. These are 
below. 
4.1.1.1 Socket Radio 868 
 
This was developed at ISA, and has tw
PIC24FJ64GA004 and the IA4421. It needs a 3,3Voltage and its Input/Output entries 
are digital (RX_PIC and TX_PIC). Thus, if it is intended to bind the Socket by RS232, a 
signal circuit converter must be used. Using the functioning
a virtual linking is formed between every modules existent in the nearby space, as long 
as they can be detected by the RF. This way, it is possible to send and receive data via 
series with 9600 bands, 8 bits and 1 stopbit
This Socket has an antenna which allows the transmission of information via 
RF. 
 
Figure 9
 
 
In the scope of the project: 
 
The data gathered at the iDemoBoard are sent to Socket Radio 868, 
are processed in the PIC24. Later, these data are sent via RF to a Dongle USB 868.
 Look4MyBody
 
described in detail
(14) 
o chips incorporated, the 
 mode of the UART bridge, 
. 
- Socket Rádio 868 connections description. 
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where they 
 
  
 
This Dongle will send the data to the windows application where they will be 
processed. 
 
 
4.1.1.2 DS2480B: 
This is a device which is directly connected to the PIC24 by a 1
communication protocol. The DS2480B is connected to an iButton reader, the DS9092.                          
The DS2480B allows all modules and commands to be translated to a 1
interface.  
Each customer will be given an iButton with an unique serial number. This 
iButton reading is made by touching the DS9092 reader with it. 
 
Figure 10- The DS2480B is connected to the DS9092 with which the iButton DS1990
 
The iButton used id the
available on the market. An iButton is a chip with RAM memory which communicates 
by touch. It is used as identification technology. Its internal code 
and it can be read under 5 ms. The
and 6,0V. 
 
In the scope of the project: 
 
All of these equipments were chosen because they are the simplest and less 
expensive available on the market.
The iButton will work as an identification technology. Each customer will be attributed 
an iButton which has its own unique serial number. This way, when the customer 
 Look4MyBody
(12) (15) 
 
communicates directly. 
 DS1990A. This type has 64 bit ID and it is the simplest 
is not repr
 functioning range of this iButton is between 2,8V 
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-Wire 
 
A 
oducible, 
  
 
enters the iButton on the iButton reader, the system recognizes her by associating the 
iButton number to her number of client.
 
4.1.1.3 ReedSwitch 
This belongs to the MK15 series. The MK15 are magnetically operated Reed 
proximity switches for SMD mounting. The special features of this series are its small
dimensions (19.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm) and its simple internal structure.
 
 
 
 
 
The main features are:
 
• Being excellent for low power operations;
• Having high power switches available;
• Having six operate
• Having tape and reel available;
• No external power required for sensor operation;
 
 
In the scope of this project:
 
In the project, the distance made in each machine is measured by means of a 
measurement tape which has four magnets separated by 2 cm on one half of its box. 
This tape is adapted to the hydraulic resistance of the machine. So, when someone is 
exercising, this hydraulic resistance moves, moving the tape. The magnets are counted 
by the reed-switch as they pass it by. The reed
 Look4MyBody
 
– Meder c.m8 (16) 
 
 
Figure 11- Reed-Switch example 
 
 
 
 sensitivities available; 
 
 
 
-switch is placed on the other half of the 
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measurement tape box and it is directly connected to the acquisition board. The Socket 
radio receives the data measured through the reed
To test the pulses’ counting during the development of the project, the reed
switch was placed on the acquisition board. Using a single magnet, the magnets 
passage by the reed-switch was simulated manuall
reed-switch. 
4.1.2 Dongle USB 868
This Dongle is based on the chips PIC18F66J50 and IA4421.
 
 
 
This allows the integration of protocols in PCs, gateways, among others. It 
replaces connections in series.
 
In the scope of this project:
 
In this project, the dongle is used as a remote control. It acquires all the data 
sent from the Socket Radio 868 via RF, and then it transmits them to the PC/Server the 
dongle is attached to 
 Look4MyBody
-switch. 
y by touching with the magnet in the 
Figure 12- Reed-Switch detail 
 (17) 
 
 
Figure 13- Dongle image 
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4.1.3 Radio Frequency 
The wireless technology used is
and the dongle USB 868 have antennas to communicate via RF. Sin
products developed at ISA, using them makes this project less expensive.
 
Radio Frequency is any frequency within the electromagnetic spectrum 
associated with radio wave propagation. It refers to when an alternating current has 
characteristics such that, if the current is input to an antenna, an electromagnetic field ( 
also known as RF field) is generated that
suitable for wireless broad casting and communications. Many wireless technologies 
are based on RF field propagation.
This frequency is within the range of 9 kHz (the lowest allocated wireless 
communication frequency) to 300 GHz.
The RF spectrum is divided into several ranges, or bands. With the exception of 
the lowest-frequency segment, each band represents an increase of frequency 
corresponding to an order of magnitude (power of 10). 
 
Designation Abbreviation
Very Low Frequency 
Low Frequency 
Medium Frequency 
High Frequency 
Very High Frequency 
Ultra High Frequency 
Super High Frequency 
Extremely High Frequency 
Table 5 - The table depicts the eight bands in the RF spectrum, showing frequency and 
bandwidth ranges. 
(21) 
 
The RF field has a wavelength inversely proportional to the frequency to which 
it corresponds: 
 Look4MyBody
Transmissions 
 RF because both the 868 and Socket Radio 
 is able to propagate through space, being 
 
 (18) (19) 
(20)  
 Frequencies Free-space Wavelengths
VLF 9 kHz - 30 kHz 33 km 
LF 30 kHz - 300 kHz 10 km 
MF 300 kHz - 3 MHz 1 km 
HF 3 MHz - 30 MHz 100 m 
VHF 30 MHz - 300 MHz 10 m 
UHF 300 MHz - 3 GHz 1 m -
SHF 3 GHz - 30 GHz 100 mm 
EHF 30 GHz - 300 GHz 10 mm 
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- 10 km 
- 1 km 
- 100 m 
- 10 m 
- 1 m 
 100 mm 
- 10 mm 
- 1 mm 
  
 
f = frequency (megahertz) 
s = wavelength (meters) 
 
At the lowest RF, 9 kHz, the free
highest RF, the electromagnetic wavelengths measure approximately 1 mm. 
As the frequency is increased beyond the RF spectrum, t
energy takes the form of infrared (IR), visible, ultraviolet (UV), X rays, and gamma rays.
(22) 
The RF fields are used in many wireless devices, such as cordless and cellular 
telephones, radio and television broadcast stations, satellite communications systems, 
and two-way radio services all operate in the RF spectrum. 
  
Both the Socket Radio 868 and the Dongle USB 868 have a working frequency 
of 868 MHz, which means they transmit at an Ultra High Frequency, UHF. 
The wavelengths range of UHF goes from 1 to 10 decimetres.
• Main advantage of UHF
antenna is usually short and stubby;
• Main disadvantage of UHF
reception. 
The UHF is very much used in two
reception antennas are closely spaced. 
i.e., they do not travel far enough to interfere with local transmissions. When a distance 
is greater than the line-of-sight, a repeater must be used to propagate the signal.
 Look4MyBody
s = 300/f, 
-space wavelength is approximately 33 km; in 
he electromagnetic 
(23) 
 
: It produces a physically short wave. The UHF 
 
: It has a very limited broadcast range and 
-way radio systems whose transmission and 
UHF signals travel over line-of-
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sight distances, 
 (24) 
  
 
4.2 Data Management Area
The data management is mainly the Software part of the project. This is where all 
the data are received and processed to be used later. This data management is made 
in two sub-modules: the Database and the Windows application.
In the next pages these 
4.2.1 DataBase
The database is a safe and fast way of saving and retrieving customers’ 
information. It can be accessed through the Windows application and the data that’s 
already in it can be shown in one of the 
 
Within this module it is possible to:
 
• Save new customers 
• Save changes to data related to whoever customer is selected;
• Save data measurements of every customer exercising during a particular 
session (this information is attached to the customer’s personal data), as well as 
its date of occurrence.
4.2.2 Windows Application
The Windows application is “the face” of the system. This is where all th
functionalities are available and the customer managem
 
• It allows setting the monitoring visualization using a graphic. On it, all the 
customers in the session are discriminated by their customer’s number, and the 
values from their exercises are shown in coloured bars. This graphic should be 
visually appealing, since it is the interface the customers have access to;
 
• The windows application should be user
appealing). It should make it easy to manipulate information, such as the 
customers on the system, the monitorin
to add and remove useful information interactively;
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two subjects are described. 
 
Windows application’s forms. 
 
subscribed into the system; 
 
 
 
ent is made. 
-friendly (intuitive and visually 
g history, among others. It should allow 
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In this module it is possible to:
• Access customers’ personal details;
• Start a new session and save the information collected at the moment;
• Visualize the data collected in the session;
• Create reports and export them in a printable format;
• Edit, change or remove customers.
 
 
Reports: 
 
The reports are the way to output the supervised data from previous sessions. 
These reports gather all the information related to 
They are exportable to a pdf file which can be taken home by the customer, printed 
or in digital format. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Look4MyBody
 
 
 
 
 
the session selected. 
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4.2.3 Requisites Dependencies
Database 
 
 
 
 
Windows Application
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reports 
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Subscribe new customer RD1
Save / change data related to 
the customers already on the 
system 
RD2
Save data measured and date 
of occurrence 
RD3
   
Access customers’ personal 
details 
RD4
Start new session RD5
Save the data measured in the 
session 
RD6
Visualize the data from each 
session, in real-time and after 
RD7
Have intuitive interface and be 
visually appealing 
RD8
Create reports RD9
  
Show all information related to 
the monitored sessions 
RD10
Export reports to a printable file RD11
Table 6 - Requisites of the system 
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Figure 14- Scheme showing the system’s requisites dependencies
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5 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this chapter, the architecture of the system is presented and explained. 
components and their relation in the environment they’re placed in is described.
There are two approaches to the architecture: the Physical 
Architecture, and the Logical 
5.1 Physical Architecture
In this description, the 
as well as the way they relate between each other.
The system is in interaction in two different ways: there are functions t
only the gym’s personal has access to, and there is the interaction 
with the machine (while she’s identifying herself) and the visualization screen.
 
 
 
There’s one acquisition board in each machine (1) that monitors and collects 
the distance made by the client during the exercise. It also identifies her ID number. 
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– Logical Architecture. 
 
physical components and their application are enhanced, 
 
the customer has 
Figure 15- Scheme of the gym. 
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The information collected is then sent via RF to a dongle USB which is 
connected to a server on the gym (4), and which will transfer the data to the windows 
application. A part of this application can be shown on a screen (3), where a graphic 
appears with all the data measured and the customers’ ID numbers associated to their 
exercises. 
The windows applicati
So, physically the system can be subdivided in two: the server and the 
acquisition module. These two communicate using RF, since both the Socket Radio 
868 and the dongle USB 868 have antennas 
The acquisition module sends the data to the server. The server is composed by the 
Windows Application and the Database. The Database is connected to the application 
making it easier to backup all the information that 
Since the use of the application is only local, there was no need to develop a Web 
application instead of a windows application.
 
Figure 
 Look4MyBody
on is available to the personal of the gym (5).
incorporated which transmit using RF.
is already on the system.
 
16- Physical architecture of the system 
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Legend: (1) – Acquisition module; (2) 
module; (5) – Windows application; (6) 
5.2 Logical Architecture
This is a multi layer system. The data support
windows application is the interface of the system with the users of the system.
The Logic Layer is between the Data and the Visible Layers, and it is composed 
by an Acquisition module and a Reports module. It is this layer 
application, and coordinates the data measurements and storage.
 
 
 
 
This organization allows a more independent system, but at the same time a 
more cooperative one. 
This way, a particular module can be changed without having to change the 
others. 
 
 Look4MyBody
– Database; (3) – Data processing module; (4) 
– Visualization module (interface visible to all 
customers); (7) – gym’s personal 
 
 of the system is a database. A 
that manages the whole 
 
Figure 17- Logical Architecture. 
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In the logical architecture, two main processes occur:
 
1. Monitoring and data visualization;
2. Visualization of customers’ personal information;
 
 
1 – Monitoring and data visualizati
 
This process begins when the customers are identified by the acquisition 
module placed in the machines. The acquisition module starts sending the measured 
data to the windows application, and from here they are sent to the database.
After the acquisition of the data measured, they can be consulted in the 
windows application by accessing the customer’s history.
 
 
2 - Visualization of customers’ personal information:
 
2.1 – Add new customer: 
 
Figure 18 
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on: 
 
 
- Flowchart to explain the add customer feature 
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This process is initialized when the gym’s personal
customer to the system. The Database communicates directly with the windows 
application, so that when a new customer is added, her data are stored in the datab
and uploaded whenever the application is opened.
 
 
2.2 – Edit or Remove customer’s personal data:
 
 
This is what happens when the gym’s personal
personal information about a new customer, or
system. 
 To change personal information, a new form opens to fill up with all the 
customer’s information again, changing whatever is wished to change. The original 
data is instantly replaced by the new data in the datab
windows application. 
 To remove a customer from the system, it is just needed to select the one to be 
removed and all her information and related data measurements are instantly deleted 
from the database. 
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 wishes to change some 
 wants to remove a customer from the 
ase, and uploaded in the 
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2.3 – Print reports: 
 
Figure 
 
 
There are two modules involved in the elaboration of reports. In the windows 
application, the user asks for a new report. The corresponding session is selected, and 
then a button is clicked to process the request. The informati
 Look4MyBody
19 - Flowchart of report generation 
on to the report is solicited 
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to the Database. Finally, this information is incorporated in the report and it is saved in 
a readable file. 
The Database module communicates with the windows application and the reports 
module, responding to requests asking for stored information.
 Look4MyBody 
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6 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
6.1 Database Design
As explained before, the main functionalities of the database are related with 
saving of customers’ personal information, storage of data measured and other 
informations related with the session supervised. 
So, the database can be divided in two main modu
(informations concerning the sessions supervised).
 
Cu
st
om
er
s 
Customer
Se
ss
io
ns
 Monitored session
Acquisition board
 
These modules can be divided into several sub
logical unit of the database. The sub
concerns the customers informations. Likewise, the 
Sessions are the Monitored session (concerns the data of the sessions supervised) 
and the Acquisition board (concerns the data measured by it).
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les: Customers and Sessions 
 
 Customer’s registers 
 
Data concerning the sessions 
supervised 
 
Data measured by the acquisition 
board 
Table 7- Entities in Database 
-modules which represent the 
-module related to the Customers module 
sub-modules related to the 
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Entities Relationships: 
 
• Each customer has associated to her all the sessions she attends, i.e., a 
customer can have several sessions associated.
 
• Each supervised sessions has one or more customers associated.
 
• Each session of each customer has associated the data measured (distan
and calories) in that particular session. Each record of a supervised session 
must have all records of that measurements.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Look4MyBody
Figure 20- Database scheme. 
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Entities Description: 
 
 
1- Customers 
 
 
Cliente 
 
Entity with customers registers
Name 
Clt_ID 
Clt_Nome 
Clt_Nasc 
Clt_NumiButton 
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Description 
Primary key 
Name 
Date of birth 
Number of iButton 
Table 8 - Entity with customers registers 
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Type 
int 
string 
datetime 
double 
  
 
2- Session 
 
MonitSessao 
 
Entity where all the information 
Name 
Mon_Data 
Clt_ID 
Mon_Dist1 
Mon_Dist2 
Mon_Dist3 
Mon_Dist4 
Mon_Dist5 
Mon_Dist6 
Mon_Dist7 
Mon_Dist8 
Mon_Cal1 
Mon_Cal2 
Mon_Cal3 
Mon_Cal4 
Mon_Cal5 
Mon_Cal6 
Mon_Cal7 
Mon_Cal8 
Mon_TotalCal 
Mon_TotalDist 
Mon_MediaCal 
Mon_MediaDist 
Table 
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concerning each session is saved 
Description Type
Date/time of the session string
Number of client int
Distance made in machine 1 string
Distance made in machine 2 string
Distance made in machine 3  string
Distance made in machine 4 string
Distance made in machine 5 string
Distance made in machine 6 string
Distance made in machine 7 String
Distance made in machine 8 String
Calories spent in machine 1 String
Calories spent in machine 2 String
Calories spent in machine 3 String
Calories spent in machine 4 String
Calories spent in machine 5 String
Calories spent in machine 6 String
Calories spent in machine 7 String
Calories spent in machine 8 String
Total of calories spent in the 
session 
String
Total of distance made in the 
session 
String
Average of calories spent per 
machine 
String
Average of distance made per 
machine 
string
9 - Entity with information measured 
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The database structure is quite simple, having only two tables interconnected. 
However, these are the only values that need to be permanently storaged. From these 
all the other values related to the sessions can be calculated when required. For 
instance, the values given when a customer’s general statistics from are requested, are 
calculated using the values stored on the “MonitSessao” table from the database. 
6.2 Windows Application design
When developing a windows application, several aspects have to be take
account: the features available to the user, the features available to the customer, the 
general application organization and the interconnection of the information stored with 
the data visualization. 
6.2.1 General Organization of the Windows Application 
features available 
The application should be functional, i.e., it must allow the user to travel from 
one section to the other easily and fast. There’s a main window from which the user 
has access to two other windows:
 
1. Customers 
2. Session 
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n into 
and 
  
 
Figure 
 
1 – Customers: 
 
All the customers already on the syst
there are four columns where the personal information of the customers is displayed: 
number of client, name, date of birth and iButton number. 
number of client which is unique. This allows the establishment of a unique connection 
between the customer and the data monitored. Associated to this number are the 
customer’s name, date of birth and iButton number.
 
When adding a new customer to the system, all 
customer’s personal data are inserted on the system, a number 
automatically generated and associated to these information. When entered in the 
system, the data are instantly saved on the datab
Both the number of client and the number of iButton must be unique. The 
program generates the number of client by adding a unity to the value of the last
number that entered on the system.
To better understand this explanation, a figure of the customers management 
area is in annex 10.1 – Customers managem
 Look4MyBody
21- Initial form of the Windows application. 
em can be observed in a grid
 They are identified by a 
 
fields must be filled
ase and uploaded on the grid
 This way duplication is avoided. 
ent area. 
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. In this grid 
. When the 
of client is 
. 
 
  
 
When a number of iButton matches one that already exists on the database,
error message appears, “Número já existe!”.
If an invalid name format or an invalid number format are entered, the system 
generates an error message, “Nome Inválido!” 
 
  
When a customer is already on the system, her personal data can be changed 
by editing them (10), she can be deleted from the system (9) and the data measured 
during the sessions she attended can be visualized(7).
 So, from this window, two other open:
• Edit; 
• Historical
 
Edit: 
 
 The data changed instantly replace the previous information on the database, 
being also uploaded on the grid at that moment
altered, and the new information is saved and asso
To better understand this explanation, see figure in annex 10.2 
 
 
 
Historical: 
 
 
By selecting a customer from the grid, a new window where her exercises’ 
values history can be visualize opens. 
The customer is identified by 
corner. All of the sessions of exercise she atten
recognizable by the date of the monitori
is selected. When this happens, all the 
the parameter measured and the machine where it was measured. It is also shown the 
total and average of the calories spent and the distance made in that particular 
session. 
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and “Número invalido!”. 
 
 
. 
. The number of client cannot be 
ciated to it. 
–
 
her name and number of client on the upper left 
ded are listed in a listbox
ng, which will appear on a box 
data appear individually and discri
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 Edit feature. 
, and 
when a session 
minated by 
  
 
If pretended, a report can be generat
a printed file with all the data from the session chosen.
The customer can also have a
values are calculated: 
• Total of calories spent throughout all the sessions 
• Average of calories spent by session;
• Total of distance made throughout all the sessions attended;
• Average of distance made by session.
 
When this feature is selected, a new button appears, “Relatório Geral”. When 
selected, it generates a report 
format. 
 
 
2 – Session: 
 
This allows start a new session monitoring and visualize all the parameters 
being measured at the time.
 
 
Start a new supervision:
 
To start a new supervision, the 
on the button “Sessão” and a new window is shown.
 
The monitoring starts when the iButtons are recognized by the acquisition 
module. This information is sent to the server, where the number of client 
corresponding to each iButton is looked up. It is this number that will 
the graphic and from which the cus
In a lane, each bar
minutes there will be eight bars filling each lane
different colour. Thus, each customer can view the values of the exercise performed in 
each single machine. 
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ed. This way, the customer can take home 
 
ccess to general statistics. In this case, four 
attended;
 
 
with this information which can be exported to PDF 
 
 
gym’s personal (the user of the system) clicks 
 
be appearing on 
tomer will identify her lane. 
 corresponds to a different machine, so that after the 30 
. Each machine is identified by a 
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If the iButton is not registered on the s
“iButton não existe!” 
When the customers change machines, they have to introduce the iButton in 
the new machine. 
 
Figure 
 
 
Monitoring in real-time:
 
The window in the figure 22
performing the sessions. In this graphic, the numbers of client are dis
side and the time spent is displayed on the bottom
After a set of exercises in a machine, a new bar is added to 
customers on the session. In
that machine are in display.
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ystem, an error message appears, 
22- Example of a session monitoring 
 
 is the one that will be visualized by the customers 
played on the left
. 
each lane of 
 each bar, the distance made and the calories spent in 
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6.2.2 Map site of Look4MyBody
 
 
In Look4MyBody, the features available
data measurements in real
sessions she attended by exporting the reports to PDF (4).
The visualization of the customers registered in the system and their 
information management (1) can only be accessed by the gym’
the staff can access the sessions’ details (3).
While a monitoring is occurring, the gym’s staff is able to visualize it in the 
server and open the customer’s manag
 
 Look4MyBody
 
Figure 23 - Map site of the system 
 to the customer are the visualization of 
-time (2) and the visualization of the details of all the 
 
s staff. Likewise, only 
 
ement area simultaneously.  
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6.3 Reports Management
The need to output the information related to the sessions supervised led to the 
creation of the reports module. This module allows to build and export to PDF format.
The information shown in the reports is not configurable. The data printed on the 
reports are the same that can be seen on the historical page of the customer. 
There are two different reports to print: a report of a session in particular, 
selected on the customer’s historical page (1) and a report with the general statistics of 
all the sessions’ measurements (2).
The report type (1) has information concerning the customer’s personal 
information (name and number of client), the date in which the session was
and all the information of the distances made and the calories lost discriminated by 
machine. 
The report type (2) has information concerning the averages and totals of the 
calories spent and distances made since the first session until the prese
Reports examples can be visualized in the Annex
Report. 
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es  – Session Report; General 
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nt day. 
  
 
7 TESTS 
The tests phase occurs throughout the whole development of the system. It 
identifies the malfunctions permitting the improvement of the 
In the final phase of the project development, the tests allowed to confirm the 
operability and usability of the system.
In the Annex – Tests, a more detailed description of the tests is presented. 
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system’s quality.
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8 CONCLUSION 
The Look4MyBody project was developed 
in Biomedical Engineering. The main feature of the system developed is to monitor the 
physical exercising performed in a gym in real
information with the aim of optimizing the training session, making it more effective in 
less time. 
The initial goals regarding the software development have been achieved. The final 
system consists of a Windows Application which provides a way of monitoring 
distances and calories, building reports with the data measured in each session and 
allowing the visualization of the customers’ details. These features are supported by a 
database and several modules responsible for acquiring the data and creating reports 
exportable to PDF documents.
There are some aspects which can be changed in order to improve the system 
developed during this year. Some suggestions are made below. To finalize, the student 
makes a final appreciation of the project developed
8.1 Future Work 
• Hardware Development
 
The Acquisition board used to develop the project is the iDemoboard, developed 
at ISA. This board has several functionalities, many of them not utilized by the 
students of this project. Therefore, a future work could be the development of 
board just to serve this particular product. This way, it would be possible to 
implement the system in a less expensive way. The new developer could start from 
the work done previously by the student in order to improve the design of the board 
made by her. 
 
• Adjusted calories calculation
 
In the system developed, the calories spent calculation is made in a general way, 
disregarding that not all women burn calories at the same rate with the same amount 
of exercising. This method to calculate the calories s
 Look4MyBody
in order  to conclude the Master Degree 
-time. The purpose is to offer useful 
 
 
: 
: 
pent could be improved by 
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studying the relations between a person’s biotype and the calories she spends with a 
certain amount of time exercising. 
Additionally, a system similar to the one used on MyCurves could be 
implemented. After completing a perso
identification tag with her fitness profile
determine her workout specifications.
 
• Reports: 
 
In a way to improve the understanding of a customer’s evolution, 
general statistics could have charts. In these, the values of all the previous sessions 
the customer attended would be discriminated.
 
• Vital signals: 
 
The original concept of the project was the monitoring of calories spent and also 
some vital signals considered relevant to the evaluation of the customer evolution. A 
future work could be the implementation of some vital signals measurement: Heart rate 
and oxygen levels. Both are good indicatives of the customer status, in real
over time. 
8.2 – Final Appreciation
Overall, the development of this project brought 
positive aspects are mainly 
the team spirit developed with 
obstacles they had to face during the all developme
This project gave 
different areas that are not studied in depth during the course.
participate in a company environment 
professional world and understand 
The difficulties encou
where the student should already have
Difficulties were also felt due to the short guidance the students had during the first 
 Look4MyBody
 
nalized profile, the customer would be
 which would automatically retrieve
 
the reports of the 
 
 
the student man
the gain of self-learning ability, the knowledge acquired and 
her team partner, which was crucial to sur
nt process.  
the student the opportunity to extend her
 The opportunity 
allowed her to get some perspective on the 
how it works. 
ntered were mainly due to the lack of knowledge in areas 
 some to work on a project of this sort. 
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 her profile to 
-time and 
y benefits. The 
pass all the 
 knowledge in 
to 
  
 
semester and also because 
of the project was prompted several times by the comp
The struggles faced were overcome thanks to some external help, 
student dedication and, above all, 
colleague and her, especially in the final phase of the project.
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the material used by the students during the development 
any. 
thanks to the excellent spirit of unity 
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10 Annexes 
10.1 Customer management form
3. Name field 
4. Birth date field 
            5. Button number field 
6. Grid with the customers’ personal information
7. Button to access the historical of a customer
8. Button to close the window
9.Button to remove a customer 
10.Button to edit the personal information of a customer
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from the system 
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10.2 Edit feature 
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10.3 Historical feature
13. Indicates the date the session occurred
14.Display of the sessions attended by the customer
15.Button to generate a report
16.Button to generate the calculation of general statistics
10.4 Tests (Detached)
10.5 Session report (Detached)
10.6 General Report (Detached)
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